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This hands-on, one-stop guide delivers the focused, streamlined direction you need to get your Web solutions up and running quickly. Zero in on key ASP.NET configuration details and techniques using quick-reference tables, lists, coding and more.

This pocket-sized reference is the Web application developer’s fast-answers guide to ASP.NET configuration architecture, settings, and custom settings. Zero in on key ASP.NET configuration details and techniques using quick-reference tables, lists, step-by-step instructions, and real world tips, including coding examples for version 2003 of Microsoft Visual Basic .NET and Microsoft Visual C# .NET. This hands, one-stop guide delivers the focused, streamlined direction you need to get your Web solutions up and running quickly.

Get fast facts to:

	Exploit ASP.NET configuration file inheritance
	Customize applications by manipulating configuration settings
	Configure the System.Web namespace—with reference on all sections, settings, and values
	Use .NET configuration settings for system diagnostics, .NET Remoting, proxy settings, and just-in-time compilation
	Tweak ASP.NET mobile controls for the unique needs of mobile devices
	Configure CLR settings, including garbage collection and cryptography
	Use Microsoft IIS settings to manage application pools and implement Windows authentication
	Build and use custom sections and section handlers
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VSAT NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Now fully revised and updated, VSAT Networks continues to cover all of the essential issues involved with the installation and operation of networks of small earth stations called ‘Very Small Aperture Terminal’. VSATs are typically one to two meters in antenna reflector diameter and communicate with one another, or with a...
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C++ Standard Library Practical Tips (Programming Series)Charles River, 2005
Put the Power of the C++ Standard Library to Work!
C++ Standard Library Practical Tips teaches beginning and experienced programmers how to use the Standard Library and its major component the Standard Template Library (STL) effectively in routine programming chores. The book provides 100 quick, easy-to-use tips and solutions to common...
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Advanced Persistent Training: Take Your Security Awareness Program to the Next LevelApress, 2017

	Gain greater compliance with corporate training by addressing the heart of the very awareness vs. compliance problem: people are human. People have incredible strengths and incredible weaknesses, and as a Information Security professional, you need to recognize and devise training strategies that take advantage of both. This concise book...
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Developing an Online Curriculum: Technologies and TechniquesInformation Science Publishing, 2003
The information in the following chapters has been designed for university
or college teachers who are or will become involved with online
education. The emphasis is on teachers, because they are working in the
front lines of online education. You throughout the text refers to teachers.
However, administrators, course designers,...
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Tell Your Children: The Truth About Marijuana, Mental Illness, and ViolenceFree Press, 2019

	An eye-opening report from an award-winning author and former New York Times reporter reveals the link between teenage marijuana use and mental illness, and a hidden epidemic of violence caused by the drug—facts the media have ignored as the United States rushes to legalize cannabis.
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JavaScript in 10 Steps or LessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Since the mid-1990s when Netscape introduced version 2 of its flagship Netscape Navigator browser, JavaScript has been part of the Web development landscape. Providing a mechanism to implement dynamic interactivity in the browser, without connecting to the server, JavaScript is at the core of the Dynamic HTML model, which allows today’s...
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